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Bryant interviewed more than two hundred CEOs about lessons learned and how to be 
“quick and nimble,” innovative, and thrive in our challenging global economy. Real-world 
examples are presented, and tips are explained on how to be a good leader and how to 
steer the ship in a new direction when things aren’t working. The CEOs are from many 
well-known organizations: Google, JetBlue, eBay, Zappos.com, AT&T, DreamWorks, 
Hilton, Atlantic Records, Saks, and Bausch & Lomb, to name a few. Many corporations 
are start-ups, and there is heavy representation in the tech and computing fields.  
 
Each chapter resembles a dinner party conversation with different CEOs, making the 
volume an easy read. It’s chock full of good ideas on how to improve the workplace. 
Some of the book’s advice is already found in management courses and manuals, and 
although these portions are echoes of best practices workshops, it’s still good to get a 
reminder of these transformative actions. Bryant mentions that start-ups were chosen 
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for a simple reason: they have limited funds and therefore need to choose their actions 
wisely. Does this situation ring a bell with librarians? You bet! 
 
The book is divided into two sections, the first on culture and the second on leadership 
and nurturing innovation. The section on culture includes numerous ideas and examples 
indicating the wide range of cultures and values present in these companies. Library 
directors and managers will benefit due to similarities in our workplaces. For example, 
libraries as well as corporations spend time writing mission statements, performing 
values clarification, and focusing on culture creation.  
 
Many examples are immediately useful to supervisors in libraries, whether academic, 
public, or anything in between. To note just a few: how to treat fellow employees, 
rooting out and dealing with bad behavior, and hiring the best employees available.  
 
E-mail usage is deservedly highlighted in its own subsection. Common problems with 
email, tips to make it more effective, and how to determine when not to use it are 
covered. It’s advised not to rely on email in a dispersed organization (which is the case 
with many libraries); this can cause unintended negative consequences and many 
misunderstandings. When sending email and communicating in general, leaders should 
deliver the message repeatedly and tailor it to be simple, no matter how tempting it is to 
combine all the nuances and details into one long expository mail. 
 
Other areas covered in the book which will benefit libraries include how to run more 
productive and focused meetings, eliciting negative feedback and criticism in a 
disarming way (invaluable to shed light on potential pitfalls), creating a culture of 
continual learning, cross training for various jobs within the organization, and breaking 
down silos. Because the information presented is mostly in the CEO’s own words 
(rather than Bryant’s), the reader can feel the meaning behind what is described; it’s an 
effective technique. Concrete examples help drive home the ease and value of these 
types of changes. 
 
Note than “innovation” means that failures will appear along the way. There are sections 
discussing handling and framing failure as part of the territory and not creating a culture 
of punishment around failing.  
 
Only a handful of suggestions aren’t easily applicable to libraries. For example, 
changing the layout and structure of the CEO’s and VP’s offices and hiring architects to 
come in and design new floor plans for staff. 
 
The gems that are presented are useful for so many types of libraries, from academic to 
public to special. Because CEOs are the cornerstone of the book, the focus is towards 
the corporate environment. That’s a plus since guidebooks written for library managers 
may not touch upon all of the ideas presented here, hence they are already considered 
innovative because they are perhaps unknown in the library workplace. Recommended 
for every manager and supervisor. 
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